Break the Ice Games:

Fill out a list of items about yourself, i.e. date of birth, favorite dessert, actress, tv show, song, etc. Then go around the room and try to match up the most items with other peoples’ lists. The person with the most matches wins!

Go around the room and each person states something about themselves such as “I have three grandkids”, “I have cruised in Alaska”, I spent my first anniversary in Hawaii”. Everyone who has also done the same thing gets a chip. At the end of going around the group one or two times, the person with the most chips wins.

Everyone puts the name of a famous person, living or dead or make-believe, on their back and they go around the room and ask questions about who they are (they don’t know) and the first person who guesses who they are wins. You can do this more than once if someone guesses too quickly.

Scattories: Everyone uses the letter of their first name. Everyone is given the same list and you need to fill it out with an answer that starts with the letter of your first name. For example, my name is Elaine. A category could be Food: Egg plant or vehicle: electric car. Have 15 or 20 categories. Either time it and the first one done wins or first one with most full wins.